
Autumn castings on the branch
Instructions No. 2582
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

For autumn, a matching window decoration must not be missing. That's why these autumnal castings are ideal for autumn. Of course, the typical shapes like
leaves and mushrooms must not be missing.

First, mix the appropriate casting powder with water to form a creamy mass.
You can easily add a colour concentrate of your choice to the mixture. When
the desired mixture is ready, place it in the appropriate moulds. Tap the
moulds lightly on the surface so that the casting mass is well distributed and
the air bubbles rise. 

After approx. 1 hour drying time, you can carefully remove the castings from
the mould. Then sand the edges lightly. 

Tip: For the marbling look, add two shades to the casting slip and stir only
slightly.

Now you can prime some bark slices with white or any other desired craft
paint. Then take a suitable napkin and cut or tear out the desired motifs.
Next, stick the top, printed layer onto the bark disc with napkin varnish. 

When everything has dried, you can drill a hole in it for hanging. 

Finally, when you have threaded on the desired castings, you can hang them
on the eyelets of the branch and a beautiful decorative idea for autumn is
ready.



Article number Article name Qty
18299 Silicone casting mould "Pumpkin, mushroom, leaf" 1
485555-01 Casting powder "Raysin 100", white1 kg 1
699037-01 Branch with eyeletsL 40 cm 1
722018 VBS Napkin varnish "Glossy"100 ml 1
810401 Mixing cup made of rubber 1
12512 VBS Wooden spatula "Maxi", 50 pcs. 1
756556-08 VBS Colour Concentrate, 25 mlSun yellow 1
756556-01 VBS Colour Concentrate, 25 mlRed 1
756556-06 VBS Colour Concentrate, 25 mlGreen 1
120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1
10696 Jute cord "Basic"Yellow 1
614054 VBS Bark discs "Round" 1
560078-80 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlWhite 1
13436 DREMEL 628 Precision Drill Set 1
517003 Sandpaper, set of 6 1
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